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Founded on innovation, not imitation, we maintain that guiding principle for customers who 

wish to associate themselves with the best. Where others follow, we lead through clarity of 

focus, the embrace of technology and the flexibility to create glass surfaces that deliver a 

lasting impression. Be it with words or visual designs, Clarus shines through to bring thoughts, 

experiences and dreams forward for others to see.

Backed by the innovative technology that led Clarus to pave the way for the future of visual 

communication, our classroom system was inspired to accommodate all the ways a teacher 

needs to communicate information. Projectable, writable, tackable, and portable in one single 

modular platform, Clarus Classroom™ keeps schools ahead of evolving education models. 

With our 20 year warranty, teachers and administrators will enjoy peace of mind knowing 

they are partnering with the leader in visual communication boards as they inspire the next 

generation of thinkers, doers, creators, and leaders.

Glass and Porcelain Steel whiteboards – as simple as they are – create a powerful, 

unconstrained workspace that enables a group of people to communicate, think, 

collaborate, build, and solve problems. With attention to design and quality, claroultraTM 

dry erase whiteboard products provide you with an affordable presentation aide solution 

for any size project. Whether you are upgrading to glass or simply refreshing your existing 

whiteboards, claroultra has a whiteboard to fit your needs.
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Collaborative communication, 
idea sharing, and decision 
making are the emphases of 
today’s workplace no matter 
the industry. Clarus, Clarus 
Classroom, and claroultra 
visual display products and 
accessories give you a writing 
and projectable viewing 
experience that furthers your 
success no matter your 
communication style. Let the 
leader in glass fabrication give 
you peace of mind when it 
comes to bringing your design 
ideas to life.

Ideas Communicated™
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THE CLARUS ADVANTAGE

SUSTAINABILITY

Clarus is the standard for environmental 

sustainability. From the quality of our raw 

materials, to responsible manufacturing 

processes, we are passionate about our 

commitment to a more sustainable future.
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LOW IRON

Clarus invests time, energy, and 

resources to purchase low iron 

and low nickel sulfide glass from 

a highly engineered float glass 

manufacturer in the USA. By 

removing 90% of residual iron, 

the green tint of regular glass is 

eliminated, so your board is clear 

with clean colors and graphics.

FAST LEAD TIMES

Need glass in a hurry? We’ve got 

you covered. We’ll ship your favorite 

glassboards in 2 days with our 

Quick Ship program.

DURABILITY AND SAFETY

Clarus glassboards are 

exceptionally durable, never 

stain or ghost, and last a lifetime. 

The fire and seismic ratings & 

adhesion testing on our products 

have truly set us apart so you 

don’t have to worry about putting 

your colleagues at risk.

CUSTOMIZATION

Our glass printing technology 

allows us to custom print anything 

you desire. From custom shapes 

and sizes to custom color 

matching, the sky is the limit for 

you and your glassboard.

COLORS

Customize your glass to match your 

branding with Colors by Clarus™, or provide 

your own unique color for precision 

matching. Clarus has the tightest color 

accuracy tolerances in the industry due 

to mixing our own colors. We also catalog 

customer colors, feature 150 standard 

colors and can match Sherwin Williams® 

and Benjamin Moore® color palettes.

DESIGN

With sleek tempered glass five 

times stronger than normal glass, 

a frameless design, and a polished 

edge, our products have been 

engineered with all the best features 

to truly surpass the competition.

WARRANTY

We stand behind the superiority 

of our products with a best-in-the-

business 20-year warranty, helping 

customers enjoy the peace of mind 

of knowing that the Clarus quality 

they love will last.

BACTERIA RESISTANT

Our glass is non-porous which 

inhibits the growth of bacteria, 

providing an extra layer of 

hygienic protection – all 

without affecting the aesthetics 

of your environment.

AWARD-WINNING

With unmatched elegance, 

customization, and functionality, 

Clarus products have set 

themselves apart with 10+ 

industry awards. Clarus is the 

leading glassboard manufacturer 

and solutions innovator.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Our dedicated Account Services 

team will walk you through details 

for the most efficient way to deliver 

your order, and will readily provide 

file format changes or concept design 

ideas for your project.

INNOVATION

The latest innovations, such as projection 

glass and TruMount™, partnerships 

with tech-forward companies like 

Logitech®, and teleconference software 

integration are a central focus in order to 

continuously fulfill communication needs.



SUSTAINABILITY
From the quality of our raw materials, to responsible manufacturing processes and a goal of net zero waste through 

recycling – Clarus aims to be the leader in making communication products that elevate your indoor space without 

harming the environment.

We recycle the water that is used to polish the edges of our glassboards, and filter out glass particles that are 

created during the process, saving roughly 30,000 gallons of water each day.

In our commitment to a more sustainable future, our products offer EPDs, Red List Free Declare labels, and SCS Indoor 

Advantage Gold certifications to support project teams in achieving their green building goals for now and 

generations to come.

To learn more, specifiers can find our products at mindfulmaterials.com, or Clarus.com/environmental-certifications.

We are committed to developing products that holistically support:

•  Climate Health

•  Human Health

•  Ecosystem Health

•  Social Health and Equity

•  A Circular Economy

Clarus voluntarily discloses our product 

information through our Declare labels. 

We want to help you specify products that 

can be trusted and meet the requirements 

of leading green building standards.

Clarus is autonomously verifying and 

communicating transparency with our 

product lines through Environmental 

Product Disclosure. This certification 

compares information about the life-cycle 

environmental impact of products in a 

credible way.

Clarus strives for our interior products 

to be low VOC emissions with the most 

transparent indoor air quality (IAQ) standard 

for furniture and building materials. The 

Indoor Advantage and Indoor Advantage 

Gold standard align with both ANSI/

BIFMA M7.1 and X7.1 and CA 01350.
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COLOR MANAGEMENT GROUP (SAMPLES)
The Color Management Group (CMG) is an entire mini Clarus inside the factory, complete with its own 

polisher and printing capabilities that push out hundreds of custom samples every day – totalling to around 

100,000 samples a year. From producing, washing, quick checking, and cleaning every piece, to creating 

custom print and ColorDrop™ samples, our CMG team has a hand in almost every project Clarus creates. 

Our team is ready to provide samples of any kind, for any project, to bring peace of mind to customers so 

they can see and feel the high quality Clarus glass that will be used in their communication board. Our CMG 

team goes beyond the call of duty for our customers to elevate our brand, provide white-glove service, and 

put accurate samples in the hands of every interested client.

COLOR MANAGEMENT GROUP
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CUSTOMIZE & BESPOKE WITH CLARUS
As the leaders of the glassboard industry, Clarus is initiating a revolution – changing the way manufacturers 

serve customers and emphasizing how every detail of production, customization, and installation establish 

the value of our brand. The award-winning Clarus brand challenges you to create products that ignite 

imagination, creativity, and teamwork in every interaction.

That’s why we created glassboard manufacturing technology that allows you to customize glassboards in 

any way, for every imaginable surface. From glassboards that roll from room to room, attach to walls and 

cubicles, or glide across walls, the function of a Clarus glassboard is established by you – the only limit is 

your imagination.

And customization doesn’t just end with our glassboards – the entire manufacturing process is customized 

based on project needs and client preference. This ensures our customers are consistently engaged and 

involved all throughout production from initial concepting all the way through manufacturing and final 

delivery.

Get started with your custom project with Clarus by 
contacting our Account Services department.

CUSTOMIZE & BESPOKE WITH CLARUS
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QUICK SHIP
Your favorite glassboards shipped to you in just two business days*

Sometimes the need for an incredible writing surface is immediate — our Quick Ship program was created to make you the 

hero. Qualifying orders* will ship within two business days of a purchase order.

*Orders based on inventory availability

QUICK SHIP

PRODUCTS
Float™ & go! Mobile™

FRAME COLOR
go! Mobile

CASTER COLOR
go! Mobile

GLASS COLOR
For Float & go! Mobile

(No ColorDrop Graphics)

MAGNETIC
For Float & go! Mobile

SIZE

CBC-100

Pure White

Available in magnetic or 

non-magnetic finish

2′ x 3′

3′ x 4′

3.5′ x 5′

4′ x 5′ 4′ x 6′ 4′ x 8′ 4′ x 10′

Float

go! Mobile

M XL

40" 60"

73"

White Satin Silver Jet Black

White Gray Black
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TRUMOUNTTM

TRUMOUNT
TM

DESIGNED FOR EASY INSTALLATION
• TruMount’s design and white color allows for easy-

to-read laser leveling and blends with the wall

• Laser level line identifies the bottom of the clip

• Two-way level line holder aids in visual leveling

• Designed to allow for easy left or right adjustments 
for alignment and includes end stops to prevent the 
board from coming off

• Compact design allows our reps, installers, and 
dealers to easily carry extra parts

• The all-in-one TruMount solution features breakaway 
components to prevent the loss of parts

SPECIFICATIONS
• 1” of vertical adjustability in 1/16” increments

• Stackable 1/16” increment break-off shims 
aid in adjustment in the z-plane

• Composite thermoplastic and polycarbonate 
materials strengthen the system and lessens 
the chance of damage to walls and product 
during installation

• 4-way hanging clip is made from composite 
materials for strength and to reduce damage 
to walls during installation

No wall is perfect. But with the patent-pending TruMount system, installation of your wall-mounted glassboards 
can run on schedule with precision and ease. The ability to make the adjustments required for imperfect walls 
without additional holes makes installation a breeze.

WALL-MOUNTED
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FLOATTM

WALL-MOUNTED

FLOAT™
Clean lines and invisible mounting make Float the perfect glassboard for any space. Our patented TruMount™ 

system reduces installation time onsite and allows for vertical or horizontal installation. Multiple modification 

and customization options extend the design of any collaborative environment.

STANDARD
• 1/4” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

• Available in both magnetic and non-magnetic finish

• Concealed TruMount mounting hardware and anchors 
included. Allows for horizontal and vertical mounting

CUSTOMIZATION*
• Custom shapes – circles, triangles, stars – 

you name it, we can make it

• Custom edging – don’t want our standard flat 
polish edge? We can customize it to whatever 
you need 

*All customizations are quoted on request

MODIFICATION
• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 150+ colors to choose from

• Matte glass – non-glare glass

• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution graphics directly on glass

• Bumped corners – softening the glass corners

• Cutouts and notches with radiused interior corners available upon request

• Tight tolerances – the Clarus standard is +/- 1/16”

• Radiused corners – can be radiused to any inch increment

• Surround Frame – 13 Metal frame colors, 3 Timber frame options
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DEPTH
The original glassboard that created the industry. Standoff through mounting gives your environment an 

added touch of hardware elements. Multiple modification and customization options are available.

DEPTH

STANDARD
• 1/4” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White 

• Available in both magnetic and non-magnetic finish

• 1” standoffs included

CUSTOMIZATION*
• Custom shapes – circles, triangles, stars – you 

name it, we can make it

• Custom edging – don’t want our standard flat 
polish edge? We can customize it to whatever 
you need 

*All customizations are quoted on request

MODIFICATION
• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 150+ colors to choose from

• Matte glass – non-glare glass

• Clear or frost glass

• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution graphics directly on glass

• Bumped corners – softening the glass corners

• Cutouts and notches with radiused interior corners available upon request

• Tight tolerances – the Clarus standard is +/- 1/16”

• Radiused corners – can be radiused to any inch increment 

• Standoff hardware available up to 2”

WALL-MOUNTED
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WALL-MOUNTED

SURROUND
Combining the natural beauty of wood or metal finishes with the modern accent of Clarus glass — Surround 

wraps your Float™ glassboard with an eye-catching frame to present your amazing thoughts and ideas in the 

most appealing way possible. Multiple frame colors, styles and accessories will complement your selection 

to make your board just the way you want it.

SURROUND 2322

STANDARD
• 13 Metal frame colors

• 3 Timber frame options



WALL-MOUNTED

BE! WALLTM

The multi-functional glassboard for writing and acoustic panel for tacking photos, notes or any printed 

information. A perfect board for high-traffic areas to share information and ideas. 

STANDARD
• 5/32” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Two core finishes - Black or Gray

• Acoustic panel - Marbled Gray

• Non-staining writing surface

• Compatible with any marker, even permanent

• Elegant, large radius corners

• Available in magnetic finish

• Concealed mounting hardware and anchors included

• The Clarus patented TruMount™ hardware allows horizontal or vertical mounting

BE! WALL
TM
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WALL2WALL
Wrap a single wall, entire office, elevator bank, reception area or any wall to extend your brand and culture. 

A multi-functional application that serves as a writing surface and high design impact. Direct adhere to your 

wall simplifies installation. 

WALL2WALL

STANDARD
• 1/4” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

• Available in both magnetic and non-magnetic finish

• Direct adhere to wall

• Channel and trim included

CUSTOMIZATION*
• Custom shapes – circles, triangles, stars – you 

name it, we can make it

• Custom edging – don’t want our standard flat 
polish edge? We can customize it to whatever 
you need 

*All customizations are quoted on request

MODIFICATION
• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 150+ colors to choose from

• Matte glass – non-glare glass

• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution graphics directly on glass

• Bumped corners – softening the glass corners

• Cutouts and notches with radiused interior corners available upon request

• Tight tolerances – the Clarus standard is +/- 1/16”

• Radiused corners – can be radiused to any inch increment

WALL-MOUNTED
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FLOATTM TRANSITION
Float Transition allows you to interchange your graphics, signage, or artwork as often as needed. The 

proprietary hardware allows for easier mounting on uneven surfaces, and also features spring-loaded 

pressure points that enable users to utilize graphic inserts of various thicknesses up to 1/4”.

With Float Transition, updates for wayfinding signage due to changing tenants or building renovations become 

a breeze. Float Transition allows you to switch out the informational insert without having to purchase all 

new signage. Perfect for airports, convention centers, shopping centers, medical office buildings, industrial 

campuses, research parks and many more.

FLOAT
TM

 TRANSITION

STANDARD
• 1/4” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

MODIFICATION
• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 150+ colors to choose from

• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution graphics directly on glass

WALL-MOUNTED
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VIEWTM

View projection glass is an evolutionary step in glassboards. As the first-to-market high-definition, glass 
writing surface that can be projected on, View sets the standard for all projection surfaces to come. With its 
clean lines, clarity of picture, and beautiful, space-saving design, View serves as the ultimate multi-functional 
projection surface. 

Pairing your View glassboard with the correct projector is critical for optimal performance. If possible, 
we suggest using an “ultra-short” throw projector for projection clarity instead of “long” or “short” throw 
projectors, which may cause a bright spot to appear on the surface in some unique cases.

STANDARD
• 1/4” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – 150+ standard colors

• Clear or black anodized aluminum frame

MODIFICATION
• Matte glass – non-glare glass

CUSTOMIZATION*
• Custom size
*All customizations are quoted on request

WALL-MOUNTED

VIEW
TM
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GLIDETM

GLIDE
TM

STANDARD
• 1/4” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

• Available in magnetic finish

• Mounting hardware included

HORIZONTAL ORIENTATION
• Any width, from 36” – 96” per panel

• Any height, from 38.5” – 50.5” per panel

DESIGN DETAILS
• Clarus N-Line Drift Technology – Anti-flex 

engineering, designed to withstand impact

• Keep Your Fingers Technology – Bumpers 
prevent sliding panels from touching

All Glide glassboards are quoted on request.

Glide is a fully integrated, sliding glassboard system with concealed hardware, designed to allow sliding glass 
panels to move smoothly across the face of fixed, wall-mounted panels. Glide’s three-dimensional system 
maximizes existing wall space, providing hundreds of square feet of glass writing surface in one compact design. 
The patented design makes it easy to keep your ideas flowing without stopping to erase.

MODIFICATION
• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution 

graphics directly on glass

• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 
150+ colors to choose from

• Matte glass – non-glare glass

VERTICAL ORIENTATION
• Any width, from 36” – 48” per panel

• Any height, from 38.5” – 98.5” per panel

DIMENSIONS
• Glide’s height and width are dependent on 

one another — a change in one value will 
affect the other value

WALL-MOUNTED
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BE! MOBILETM

be! Mobile is the mobile glassboard for everyone. By limiting be! Mobile’s design options, we’ve taken the 

guesswork out of the mobile glassboard. We designed be! Mobile to be the most accessible and affordable 

collaborative board yet, as it seamlessly integrates into any modern workspace.

BE! MOBILE
TM

STANDARD
• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White 

• 5/32” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Elegant, large radiused corners

• Black or white leg finish

• Black or gray core finish

• Black casters

MOBILE
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GO! MOBILETM

go! Mobile gives you the freedom to create flexible workspaces on the go. With the option to customize 

each side of your go! Mobile, you can transform any space into a productive collaborative environment.

GO! MOBILE™

STANDARD

• 5/32” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

• Available in both magnetic and non-magnetic finish

• Four caster color options – black, white, gray and red

MODIFICATION
• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution graphics directly on glass

• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 150+ colors to choose from

• Matte glass – non-glare glass

• 13 metal frame colors, 3 Timber frame options

• Acoustic panel – 9mm Clarus acoustic felt available in 14 unique colors* and 5 panel styles

*XL Acoustic only available in Light Gray

MOBILE
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FLEXTM  MOBILE
Flex Mobile’s wide, strong base gives Flex an Eiffel Tower elegance, giving your workspace an elevated 

design aesthetic without compromising functionality and stability to the writable glassboard.

FLEX™ MOBILE

STANDARD
• 5/32” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – 150+ standard colors

• Available in magnetic

• Four caster color options: black, white, gray, and red

MODIFICATION
• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution graphics directly on glass

• Custom color match

• Matte glass – non-glare glass

• 13 beautiful, richly finished color frame options

• Acoustic panel – 9mm Clarus acoustic felt available in 14 unique colors* and 5 panel styles

*XL Acoustic only available in Light Gray

MOBILE
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FLEX™ WALL

FLEXTM  WALL
Flex Wall is a movable glassboard wall system with a fully integrated, omnidirectional wheel system built 

into the base. The built-in patented wheel system allows Flex Wall to roll easily from room to room — 

giving you a wall that is unparalleled in the industry.

STANDARD

• 5/32” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

• Available in magnetic

• Side insert panel also available in frame finish color options

MODIFICATION
• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution graphics directly on glass

• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 150+ colors to choose from

• Matte glass – non-glare glass

• 13 beautiful, richly finished color frame options

• Acoustic panel – 9mm Clarus acoustic felt available in 14 unique colors* and 5 panel styles

*XL Acoustic only available in Light Gray

MOBILE
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ADAPT
A refresh to your office design has never been easier. With Adapt, you can bring a refreshing, new look 

to outworn cubicles, and add height, customized logos, and privacy to any space. Whether you’re looking 

for a simple office upgrade or building out your workplace from the ground up — Adapt adds a level of 

functionality, color, and texture to any space.

ADAPT

STANDARD
• 1/4” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

• Available in both magnetic and non-
magnetic finish

• Mounting hardware included

MODIFICATION
• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-

resolution graphics directly on glass

• Custom color Match or Colors by 
Clarus – 150+ colors to choose from

• Matte glass – non-glare glass

COMPATIBILITY

Adapt is compatible with many leading office 

furniture manufacturers. Our design team has taken 

the time to engineer minimal and turnkey mounting 

systems for glass panels.

Contact us to discuss a solution for your Adapt 

system. Check our growing list of compatible 

systems at clarus.com/adapt.

Contact our Account Services 

team to help design and build 

your system if you don’t see it 

listed above.

WORKSTATION
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BE! SHIELDTM

be! Shield is elegantly engineered to add a seamless layer of non-porous, tempered glass protection 

without affecting the aesthetics of your environment. Additionally, our cut-out option allows for customers to 

seamlessly hand off papers or documents through the be! Shield. No matter if you use it for division, safety, 

collaboration, or all of the above, be! Shield is for the health conscience work initiative.

BE! SHIELD
TM

STANDARD
• 1/4” – 3/8” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Elegant, large radiused corners

• Frameless glass

• Four standard leg configurations

LEG CONFIGURATION GUIDELINES FOR CUSTOM SIZES
• 12” wide leg supports 34” height and lower

• For screens above 34” up to 44”, you will need the 17” leg configuration to ensure proper stability

• For shallow counters, consider using our 12” leg configuration (maximum screen height is 34”)

• No higher than 44”

• No longer than 60” with only two sets of legs

• No more than 14.5 square feet with only two sets of legs

• No less than 12” in height

• Glass sits 1/4” above the mounting surface for easy cleaning and protection of surface

MODIFICATION
• Clarus window cutout can be added to any be! Shield for an additional cost

CUSTOMIZATION

• Custom sizes of be! Shield can be quoted on request

WORKSTATION
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DIVIDETM

Divide boasts clean lines that won’t harm your existing office furniture. Because no drilling is involved and all 

hardware screws are strategically hidden inside the clamps, Divide seamlessly integrates into your existing 

furniture. Reduce visual distractions in your office, all while maintaining the overall aesthetic. Using this new 

patent pending, state-of-the-art clamping system, Divide can be easily installed at the back, side, or along the 

center of a desk, giving you the freedom to accommodate power cords, monitor arm attachments, and more.

DIVIDE
TM

STANDARD
• 1/4” – 1/2” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

• Mounting hardware included

• Frameless glass

MODIFICATION
• Transparent or opaque options available

• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 150+ colors 
to choose from

• Available in both magnetic and non-magnetic finish

All Divide glassboards are quoted on request.

WORKSTATION
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TABLE TOPS
The versatility of a writing surface and the beauty of colorful Clarus glass — all in a tabletop. Tops bring a 

new level of collaboration and visual communication to any meeting. Communicate a concept, assign seats, 

or jot down a question to remember at the end of a presentation. You can add glass to any surface — the 

possibilities are endless with a Tops writing surface as your table.

TABLE TOPS

STANDARD
• 1/2” low-iron, tempered, safety glass

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

• Available in both magnetic and non-
magnetic finish

MODIFICATION
• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution graphics 

directly on glass

• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 150+ colors to 
choose from

• Matte glass – non-glare glass 

• Naturals prints available

• Cutouts and notches with radiused interior corners 
available upon request

Table Tops are quote-on-request and manufactured with standard MDF specifications as follows: 

1/4" glass has a 1/2" MDF undercut recess, 1/2" glass has a 2" MDF undercut recess. If you 

require different MDF specs, your project will go through the custom process. 

FURNITURE GLASS
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RISE WALL
Customers need a wall that is functional and writable on both sides. Rise serves as an entire wall and is 

used to create rooms with writable glass as the walls. With endless customization and high design, you can 

create double the writing surface with our laminated glass products.

 RISE WALL

STANDARD
• Low-iron glass

• Laminated glass panels

• Colors by Clarus™ – CBC-100 Pure White

• Available in magnetic finish

• Thicknesses available: 1/4”, 5/16”, ½” and more

MODIFICATION
• ColorDrop™ – print logos or high-resolution graphics

directly on glass

• Custom color Match or Colors by Clarus – 150+ colors
to choose from

• Three opacities available: opaque, transparent, and
translucent

• Matte glass

• Custom sizes

FURNITURE GLASS

All Rise Walls are quoted on request.
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MODIFICATIONS

Low Iron, Matte and Frost

• Bumped Corners

• Circle

• Custom Holes

• Cutouts

• Notches

• Out of Square

• Radius Corners

• Shape

Logo

Colors by Clarus (CBC) is a proprietary, glass color-coating 

technology developed by the Clarus Design Studio. This blend 

of high-tech equipment, along with our detail-oriented hand-

craftsmanship allows designers, specifiers, and end-users to 

create a beautiful Clarus board with any color imaginable. 

When you choose your colors with Clarus, your color selections 

are cataloged so that future glass orders will accurately match 

your previous selections. CBC can match to Sherwin Williams® 

and Benjamin Moore® color palettes.

ColorDrop is Clarus direct-to-glass printing 

technology. ColorDrop allows you to print 

colorful images, graphics, and charts directly to 

any glassboard, and is guaranteed to never fade 

or discolor. No matter the shape or size of the 

glassboard, or the detail of the print request, 

Clarus creates high resolution images every time.

Choose your frame finish from 16 options for your 

Surround, go! Mobile, Flex Mobile, or Flex Wall. 

Choose from 14 color options* for 

your acoustic panel on your go! 

Mobile, Flex Mobile, or Flex Wall 

Choose from 5 pattern styles for 

your acoustic panel on your go! 

Mobile, Flex Mobile, or Flex Wall

•

•

*Brushed Aluminum only available for Side Insert Panel for Flex Mobile & Flex Wall

**Timber finishes only available for Surround & go! Mobile. Additional upcharge applies

Black Gray Red White

*XL go! Mobile, Flex Mobile, & Flex Wall only available in Light Gray

Naturals Spots & Dots

GLASS OPTIONS

FABRICATION OPTIONS

COLORS BY CLARUS™ COLORDROP PRINTING™FRAME FINISHES

ACOUSTIC PANELS

Want something customized in a unique 
way? Have a question? Need a Sample? 
Contact our Account Services team today to 

make your glassboard dreams a reality.

888-813-7414

5352

CASTER COLORS



NATURALS
Naturals is the latest customization option for Clarus glassboard products that gives your glassboard the 

beautiful look of stone, marble, wood and more without the cost and environmental impact. Our advanced 

printing technology coupled with detailed hand-craftsmanship allows us to customize Clarus products to 

bring the timeless natural aesthetic of your choosing to your space.

NATURALS

NATURALS
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MAGNETS TRAYS

ACCESSORIES

HOOK
• Available in Soft Gray

• 1” wide by 1.25” tall

• Sold in sets of 3

CURVE TRAY
• Anodized aluminum

• 6.75” t x 1” d x 3” w

• Mounts easily with 
removable adhesive

LOOP
• Available in Soft Gray

• 0.875” wide by 1.25” tall

• Sold in sets of 3

T-TRAY
• Anodized aluminum

• 2.75” d x 12” w

• Mounts easily with 
included hardware

SQUARE
• 11 soft-touch color options

• 1” wide by 1” tall

• Set of 3 comes with all magnetic glassboards

GLASS TRAY
• Standard Colors by 

ClarusTM library

• 2.75” d x 24” w

• Mounts easily with 
included hardware

BOX TRAY
• 11 color options

• 1.75” t x 2.25” d x 12” w

• Attaches easily to 
magnetic glassboards

ACCESSORIES
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MARKERS

ERASERS

ACCESSORIES

CLARUS MARKER
• Set of 4 colors

• Traditional dry-erase 
marker

• Low odor

• Beautiful, white finish 

• Erases with ease 

• Directly adheres to any magnetic Clarus glassboard

PILOT PAINT MARKERS
• Set of 4 colors

• Paint marker

• Great for darker color 
glassboards

TEX PAINT MARKERS
• Set of 12 fluorescent colors

• Dry-erase

• Great for darker color 
glassboards

PILOT V-BOARD MARKERS
• Set of 5 colors

• Erase dry or wet-erase

• Made from 91% recycled 
content

ACCESSORIES

5958
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CLARUS CLASSROOM
THE ALL-IN-ONE VISUAL DISPLAY SYSTEM FOR EDUCATION
Classroom is the advanced visual communications display system that transforms any classroom into a flexible educational 

space for the next generation of thinkers, doers, creators, and leaders. This modular, patent pending platform offers multiple 

functions in one single system, allowing teachers the freedom to customize their teaching environment. 
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PROJECTABLE

Porcelain whiteboards are ultra-smooth 

and offer significantly less distortion from 

light reflection for better projectability. 

This helps you to avoid translucent, 

washed-out images and improves the 

projection viewing experience.

CONFIGURABLE

Porcelain steel boards come in three 

sizes, configurable in a 12’, 14’ or 16’ 

system. You can also just purchase 

additional Portable Snap Fit™ packs 

for your system as needed.

FLEXIBLE & PORTABLE

The Portable Snap Fit™ System 

can be used on the wall, 

moved around and in between 

classrooms, or in the hands of 

the student.

LIGHTWEIGHT & ERGONOMIC

The Portable Snap Fit™ Board 

is movable and lightweight. It 

effortlessly snaps in and out of place 

using the patent-pending rail system.

504 & IEP ACCOMMODATING

Clarus Classroom products meet the 

requirements of official 504 and IEP 

accommodations, aiding in the education 

of students with special needs and 

specific learning challenges.

TACKABLE

As an option, you can have a 

tackable area added on to your 

board for posting notes, artwork or 

other items for the class to see.

MAGNETIC

All porcelain wall boards are 

magnetic, which can hold any 

magnetic accessory.

WRITABLE

In addition to being able to project onto 

the board, you can also write on it while 

projecting. This allows teachers to call 

out specific areas of a projected image 

in real time with students.

BACTERIA RESISTANT

Our porcelain steel is non-porous which 

inhibits the growth of bacteria, providing 

an extra layer of hygienic protection – all 

without affecting the aesthetics of your 

environment.

20 YEAR WARRANTY

We stand behind the superiority of our 

products with a best-in-the-business 20 

year warranty, helping customers enjoy 

the peace of mind of knowing that the 

Clarus quality they love will last.

NON-STAINING

Clarus porcelain steel boards are 

exceptionally durable and never 

stain or ghost.
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CLASSBOARD
Classboard is the core component of our Clarus Classroom system. Writable, projectable, magnetic, 

tackable, and configurable, its innovative design offers all of the functions a teacher needs in one singular 

system. 

This visual display system gives educators the freedom to project and write at the same time, fitting any 

learning style and classroom setup. With 5 patents on Classboard, our ergonomic system has safety 

features built into the design and engineering, meaning students and teachers alike can take advantage of 

the simplicity and protection.

MAGNETIC: All wall porcelain steel boards are magnetic

SYSTEM RAIL: Anodized aluminum

SYSTEM FRAME: 3/8” Gray ABS

TACK BOARD: 

• Dimensions: 4’x4’

• Color: Heathered Gray

PORCELAIN STEEL: 

• 4’ x 4’

• 4’ x 6’

• 4’ x 8’

SLAT WALL: 

• Dimensions: 4’x4’

• Color: Gray

CLASSBOARD

CLARUS CLASSROOM
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Classboard comes in three sizes, configurable in a 12', 14' or 
16' system. All Classboard systems are quoted on request.
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PORTABLE SNAP FIT™
PORTABLE. LIGHTWEIGHT. SAFE. 

This revolutionary product puts the power back in the hands of teachers and students with the ability to 

transform a sliding wall dry erase board to a free-standing and portable easel. With Portable Snap Fit™, 

teachers now have the perfect tool for collaboration and breakout groups, and can ensure equal participation 

and accountability for today’s learning protocols. And when you no longer need it to be portable, it easily 

and safely snaps back onto the Classboard, consolidating space in the classroom.

FEATURES: 

• Dimensions: 48”x30”

• Legs: Gray powder coated aluminum

• Non-magnetic

• Corner Safety Guards for impact reduction

• Weight: approximately 16 lbs.

PORTABLE SNAP FIT
TM

CLARUS CLASSROOM
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All Portable Snap FitTM boards are quoted on request.
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CLAROULTRATM

Glass and Porcelain Steel whiteboards – as simple as they are – create a powerful, unconstrained workspace 

that enables a group of people to communicate, think, collaborate, build, and solve problems. With attention 

to design and quality, claroultra dry erase whiteboard products provide you with an affordable presentation 

aide solution for any size project. Whether you are upgrading to glass or simply refreshing your existing 

whiteboards, claroultra has a whiteboard to fit your needs.

WHY CLAROULTRA
TM

CLAROULTRA
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GLASS

GLASS

GLASS
With sleek tempered glass five times stronger than normal glass, a frameless design, and a polished edge, 

our products have been engineered with all the best features to truly surpass the competition. By removing 

90% of residual iron, our 4mm glass eliminates the green tint of regular glass, so your thoughts and ideas 

are always communicated clearly.

PRODUCT FEATURES

• 4mm low-iron glass

• Focus White

• Magnetic

• Available in Z-Bar mount or 
edge grip standoff hardware

3 SIZES AVAILABLE

• 4’ x 4’

• 4’ x 6’

• 4’ x 8’
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CLAROTM  MOBILE
Claro Mobile is a bacteria-resistant, non-porous mobile glassboard that serves a multitude of applications. 

Whether you use it as a 2-sided collaborative writing surface or as a temporary space divider, you’ll maintain 

the integrity of your open-concept office by not impeding the sightline from one end of your workspace 

to the next. With a four-wheel base, Claro Mobile is adaptable and can be moved around to any location, 

making it easy to separate spaces anywhere in your facility.

MOBILE

MOBILES

PRODUCT FEATURES

• Size: 40”w x 70-1/16”h x 21”d

• Leg finish available in black and white

• Black casters

• Available with or without casters
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PORCELAIN STEEL
Our Porcelain Steel boards are a cost-effective and ready-to-ship option, ensuring top performance for 

years to come. With magnetic and projection capabilities, these non-porous boards won’t stain, ghost, 

scratch, or dent, and are backed by an impressive 25 year warranty.

PORCELAIN STEEL

PORCELAIN

PRODUCT FEATURES

• Silver anodized aluminum frame and tray

• Fixed to wall by concealed hangers

• Works with projection

• Resistant to dents and scratches

• Non-porous–won’t stain or ghost

• Magnetic

• Wear-resistant, bacteria-resistant, and chemical-resistant

3 SIZES AVAILABLE

• 4’ x 4’

• 4’ x 6’

• 4’ x 8’
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TO THE TRADE BENEFITS
We’ll create seamless experiences for ordering, specifying, and bringing your project to life from start to 

finish. Member-only benefits include:

DISCOUNTED PRICING
Partner with Clarus to receive exclusive 

discounts and offers for cost efficiencies on 

the best communication boards the industry 

has to offer.

MY RESOURCE LIBRARY

Access Clarus product information instantly on 

My Resource Library’s vast online database.

MATERIAL BANK
Overnight samples are available to ship 

directly to you — so no time is wasted when 

finding the best solution for your projects.

CET

CET serves as an online platform that digitally 

houses our products, allowing dealers and 

designers to specify Clarus products in 3D 

designs with the click of a button.

TO THE TRADE

TO THE TRADE

Please call Account Services at 877.783.0104 or email info@clarus.com to get started today!
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At Clarus, quality is in our DNA. Our passion for excellence in manufacturing extends throughout the entire customer experience. 
Every order is important to us. These terms and conditions are hereby incorporated into every order and all products sold by Clarus 
Glassboards.

ACKNOWLEDGMENT
Clarus will send an acknowledgment email for each order. When you receive the acknowledgment, please check it for accuracy. It is the 
customer’s responsibility to contact Clarus immediately regarding any discrepancies or inconsistencies between the original order and 
the one in the acknowledgment email. All orders are placed into production upon final acceptance of the order by Clarus. Estimated 
ship dates are included within the order acknowledgment.

ORDER PROCEDURE
Clarus is not liable for orders that cannot be accurately fulfilled due to incomplete or inaccurate information provided by the customer 
or the customer’s authorized agent. Clarus will not begin production of an order until all required information is received.

PRICES
Values within the current price guide are shown at list price and apply to standard products only. Storage, sales tax, custom charges, 
and any installation charges are not included in the price guide quotes. We reserve the right to modify prices without prior notification.

SALES AND USE TAXES
In jurisdictions where Clarus has an established Sales & Use Tax Registration, Clarus will charge any applicable taxes on all orders 
by the rate and requirements of the local jurisdiction. A verifiable and applicable tax exemption or resale certificate is required by the 
receiving customer if the customer claims exemption from sales tax on any orders. Exemption or resale certificates must be received 
prior to the order’s invoice for taxes to be excluded. In jurisdictions where Clarus does not have a Sales & Use Tax Registration, and 
therefore does not collect sales tax, the customer is responsible for collecting and remitting all applicable Sales and Use taxes directly 
to its taxing authority.

TERMS
All new customers are given an initial credit limit at the discretion of Clarus Management. Customers can submit a credit application 
requesting a higher credit limit. When approved, Clarus will establish an allowable credit limit on an individual customer basis, that 
will be monitored and updated as needed. The credit terms may include a combination of an allowable credit limit and/or extended 
payment terms. Past due accounts are subject to a 1.5% late charge per month after 30 days. All credit terms are subject to change 
without prior notice.

Outstanding payment obligations that are more than 30 days past due will result in a temporary credit hold until the account is current.

DEPOSITS
Clarus reserves the right to require deposits. When customer deposits are required, the deposit must be received by Clarus before 
Clarus can accept the order. 

CANCELLATIONS
All orders are considered firm and cannot be canceled, unless Clarus grants written consent. Clarus reserves the right to apply a 
cancellation fee on any approved cancellations.

CHANGE ORDERS
Clarus reserves the right to apply additional charges to any orders revised after manufacturing has begun. Additions or changes to 
approved orders may be subject to a postponement of shipment. 

SHORTAGE AND DEFECT CLAIMS
Any shortage claim must be reported within 24 hours of shipment receipt. Any defects or errors must be claimed within ten (10) working 
days after delivery. Failure to report claims indicates full acceptance of product. Claims must be filed prior to installation.

QUOTES
Prices are valid for 60 days and for the quantities listed on the quote request, unless otherwise noted. Any special requests that were 
not noted on the initial quote may incur an additional fee.

STORAGE
Orders will be shipped when completed. On orders for which the customer is unable or unwilling to take delivery as scheduled, the 
merchandise may be shipped to storage facilities at the customer’s expense or held in a Clarus facility for an additional fee. 

WARRANTY
Clarus warrants that for a period of twenty (20) years from the date of purchase, that the product will be free from defects in material and 
workmanship. This Limited Warranty extends only to the original purchaser or the first retail purchaser of the product.

If during this twenty (20) year period, the product is defective in materials or workmanship, Clarus will, in its sole discretion, either repair 
or replace the defective portion of the product. This Limited Warranty does not cover damage resulting from, or in any way attributable 
to, improper use, storage, shipping, handling, installation, or modification of the product.

SHIPPING
Clarus reserves the right to ship by what is, in the company’s opinion, the best way. The shipping charge is added to the total net cost 
of all orders. Please contact Clarus Sales for shipping estimates prior to placing an order. Freight surcharges may be added to orders.
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Will Call orders are subject to a crating fee. Clarus will notify the customer when the order is ready for pick-up. Clarus maintains title to 
the goods until such time as the customer picks up and signs for the product, or title is transferred via freight carrier. All other Clarus 
terms and conditions apply as if the product were delivered, and Clarus reserves the right to charge storage fees for unclaimed product 
after notification.

Merchandise shipped is F.O.B. factory from Fort Worth, TX. Title of the product passes from Clarus to the purchaser upon shipment of 
product by Clarus. It is the responsibility of the purchaser or consignee to report to the carrier promptly upon receipt, and to settle with 
the carrier any subsequent claims for loss or damage.

If shipment arrives damaged or short, you should first inspect all cartons/crates immediately and note any visual damage or shortages 
on the delivery receipt. The carrier should be notified immediately to inspect the merchandise, and consignee should subsequently 
file a freight claim. If visual damage is not apparent, sign the delivery receipt “No Visual Damage.” This allows recourse for a concealed 
damage claim. Claims for freight damage, concealed or otherwise, must be made within ten (10) days of the original delivery date.

Failure to make claims against designated carrier within ten (10) days constitutes as acceptance of the merchandise and a waiver of any 
defects, errors, or shortages discovered upon inspection.

Shipping dates mentioned on the order confirmation are estimates only. Clarus is not responsible for shipping delays of any kind.

RETURNS
Many Clarus products are made-to-order and may not be returned. Clarus reserves the right to refuse return of custom-made or 
specialty products. If Clarus chooses to accept a return, merchandise must be returned unused and properly packaged in its original 
shipping carton. Products may only be returned with written permission from Clarus. If permission is granted to return a product, a 
return merchandise authorization (RMA) must accompany the product. Returned products will not be accepted without an RMA. Unless 
otherwise agreed, the return freight charges are the customer’s responsibility. All returns are subject to a restocking fee at Clarus’ 
discretion.

PRODUCT ENHANCEMENTS
In our continuous improvement efforts, Clarus reserves the right to institute changes to materials, parts, or design as well as to discontinue 
models, options, and/or parts without any prior notice. 

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
Claims’ maximum cumulative liability to the buyer shall not exceed the monetary amount of the purchase price of the goods claimed to 
be defective. This is buyer’s sole and exclusive remedy. Buyer is not entitled to consequential or special damages.
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Clarus HQ
Fort Worth, TX

 
Address 

7537 Jack Newell Blvd N, Fort Worth, TX 76118
 

General Information
+1 888.813.7414

 
Sales Support
+1 877.783.0104

 
Email

info@clarus.com
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